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***This book contains the first three Dark Planet Warriors episodes, Invasion, Taken and Escape

(which were originally released as a three-part serial) in one single volume.***AbbeySome scary

looking aliens have just boarded Fortuna Tau, our little asteroid mining station. Kordolians, by the

looks of things. What the hell do they want with this floating rust bucket? What are they even doing

here?In the grand scheme of things, Earth is a total backwater, and the Solar System is the galactic

equivalent of Hicksville. That's why aliens rarely bother to come to this corner of the universe. And

Kordolians are usually too busy conquering the important parts of the nine galaxies to bother with

us.But it looks as if their battle cruiser is broken. Probably shot up in a firefight. They're going to use

every means necessary to fix it, even if it means putting Fortuna Tau on lockdown. I just hope they

don't decide to enslave us and ship us off to some remote alien planet.Come to think of it, I've never

seen a Kordolian up close before. They're huge, with strange silver skin and pointed ears. They

have freaky nano-armor. And they're packing a serious arsenal. Our human technology has no

chance against their weapons.When I encounter their General, I find him insufferable. Arrogant.

Domineering. He won't tell me anything.I guess that's what happens when your race is kicking ass

across the nine galaxies. You get pigheaded.So why do I keep running into him? Why is he looking

at me funny? And what's with this weird feeling I get when he's around?I really hope these guys fix

their ship and go away soon, because I get the feeling they could be major trouble.TarakSucked

into a wormhole during a fierce skirmish with an enemy ship. Spat out near a human mining station

in a remote corner of the nine galaxies. Stuck with weak humans who operate with inferior metals

and technology.This mission couldn't get any worse.We need to fix our craft before the wormhole

collapses.We need to hunt the cursed Xargek monsters that have infiltrated this human

rust-bucket.And these infernal headaches of mine are getting worse.I don't really care about these

humans. Their existence makes no sense to me. All I care about is killing Xargek and getting back

to my home planet, Kythia.This situation is tiresome. The light of the star humans call the Sun burns

my eyes. I crave Kythia's darkness.So why has this crazy human female captured my attention?

She's messy, awkward and she babbles nonsense half the time.These humans are crazy. I don't

understand them at all. Especially this female. Why do I keep coming back to her?I need to leave

this place before I go insane.Warning: This book contains swearing, violence and steamy sex

scenes. It's recommended for readers aged 18 and over.
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Not helped at all by the generic, bare-chested hunk on the cover or the casualness of the H/h

speech patterns, at first this book gives the impression of one of those quickly churned-out sci-fi

erotica novellas, but bolstered by a high rating by a friend, I read on....and I am glad that I did. While

the eventual spicy bits are fun (and hot), overt casualness evolves into solid plot, which evolves into

more complex intrigue and danger, which evolves into surprisingly detailed world-building. It is like

we are on this extra-terrestrial journey with Abbey, learning as we go, and things just keep getting

more complicated. Even the tone of the novel goes from casual workday chat/bravado to a

suspenseful atmosphere with deeper, caring conversations. The complications are enhanced by

cultural ignorance, a reticent hero, and political unrest that lurks not so far below the surface. Add in

neat technologies, interesting aliens, nightmarish Kordolian ambitions, and it is a story that doesn't

just pull you in, it sucks you in.A book that makes me race through the pages, offers a fresh

perspective on alien cultures and inventions and whose hero is well crafted with few words but utter,

amazingly attractive confidence (swoon) is one that gets a high rating from me. Abbey is a great

character, too, with plenty of bravery to go with that cheeky personality. The book was marred by a

few typos and a few obvious plot holes (how does a general in command of thousands disappear

for extended periods yet rarely communicates with his subordinates or seem burdened by duty,

much less mobilize troops?). Given the book is told from dual perspectives, the absence of Tarak's



role as the man in charge of a fleet is noticeably short-changed. 4.5 rounded to 5 stars.I believe

those who enjoy SFR books by Ruby Lionsdrake, Christine Pope, Catherine Spangler or Nina Croft

will enjoy Anna Carven's spin on new worlds. Book two looks to be just as exciting.

The H in this book is the hot Alpha Male, Tarak. He is unbelievably sexy, loving, and strong. As the

best General in his planet's military he is of course a very dominant Alpha, but I love how he uses

his "devil may care" attitude to all else when showing affection towards his mate. I love how his

character is written showing how he can be both a strong leader to others but treats his mate as an

equal, loving and caring about her feelings and opinions. He doesn't just dismiss her as being a

lowly female or human. Abby's love has made him accept that changes have to be made for his

race to survive, and by the end of this book they are joined by the exiled Prince of Tarak's planet to

negotiate a peaceful joining with Earth. I'm excited to read book four! I would also recommend this

for those who love the "Ice Planet Barbarians" series from Ruby Dixon, these are similar without

being exactly the same.

I really liked these stories, but the editing needs work. I am new to reading alien romance, but I

really enjoyed the first three books in this series. These three do finish the story enough that you

don't feel like you missed anything. I will be reading the next in the series.

I thoroughly enjoyed this 3 book serial. I'm glad I didn't discover it until all 3 were written - I hate to

wait! I wasn't sure how I would feel about the first in the serial - the hero seemed cold. But in classic

(happy) fashion, the hero's character developed & warmed up as the heroine's good points prevaled

& their relationship evolved. Good sex scenes; nice balance with action & suspense scenes too.

The world building was appealing too. By the close of the 3d part of the serial, I was hunting for

other novels by this author. Hope she continues the series and publishes again soon.

This was a good book. I was surprised just how much I liked it. I have only read a couple of these

alien romance novels, but I must say, bravo to the author. It had a intriguing story, and just enough

big bad aggressive bad-pass male to keep a smile on my face...lol...I will read the next book too. :)

I've decided to add Anna Carven to my science fiction romance author list. It is a short list, as the

Sci Fic romance genre is filled with books I call 'earth girls are easy and mostly stupid'. Since I am a

non stupid earth girl, reading inane female characters really irks me. I am not saying that all book



females need to be kickass, but innocence or nÃ¤ive, doesn't have to translate into stupid. So when

I find an alien science fiction romance novel that has intelligent characters, who exist in complete

world and they are involved in an actual plot it is like finding a unicorn. So I want to share that

sparkly single horned beauty with everyone. Carven has a unicorn of a book and she includes the

requisite HOT ALIEN SEX! Because what would an alien romance be without Hot Alien Sex.The

book isn't perfect, but in a genre that is filled with more one star books than five stars this author has

a good writing foundation. Carven provided me with good characters, an adventure and political

plot; plus an expanded world. I do think she pushed the physical a little to early in the book, but this

is just my opinion and I understand that what I read was serialized and sex does sell, but the

physical superseded the emotional connection in this book. I am an emotional reader, and I knew

both the heroine and hero's emotions as the book is written via their alternating points of view, but

expressing it to each other would have connected me more to this book.In closing I do recommend

this book, and plan to follow up reading the series via kindle unlimited.
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